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- JANUARY 3, 196141
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

B)

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

I United Press International

In Our nth Year

Murray, KY., Saturday, Afternoon, January 4, 1969

Funeral Held
For Soldier
On Thursday

Concert Planned
To Benefit Scouts

10* Per Copy

Cold:Wave
Warnings
Up For South

Vol. LXXXX No. 3

Sermon Subject Is
Announced, Sunday
For - Lircal. Church

Church Used
By Concord
For School

Dr Ralph H. Woods, Prod.
dent, Four Rivers Boy
'IL Dodson, Jr.,
Council, announced today that
"NW lid the First Vnited Methe Murray State University
theaki;Orterels, hos chosen as
Choir, and Singing Cadets will
his sermon subject, "in The BePlessent a benefit concert for
ginning, God", for identical
New comes the problem el sellthe-Boy Scout Council, Sunday,
The Calloway County School
Sunday morning services at
ing license pietas.
kremary
19th, 3:00 p.m., at the By United Press InhirnatIonal 8:45 and 10:50 a.m. on January System resumed classes on
Funeral services for Spec. 4
Ricky Fey Coney, age 21, who MS U. Auditorium, Fine Arts
Cold wave warnings were up 5, according to the Bulletin Thursday, Jsmuary 2, after the
Senn *elms gob', weight of the
died December 18 somewhere Building.
today for Missouri, Arkansas, from the church.
Christmas and New Year's holican Others jest have a Set
in Vietnam Om of the outstanding feat- Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois, This subject comprises the days at Calloway County High
rate like Enstudicy.
action, were held Thursday at ** Of tits...concert will be the Indiana and Ohio as winter
of the Book of and the six element= centers.
the Goodwin Funeral Home.
Wag "The Battle fused to release its icy grip ela Gonads and introduced the Almo, ?axon, Basel, Kirksey,
)We weeder Idkr the idea has
Cadiz, with Rev. Randolph Al- Hymn of the Republic". The the nation.
scripture which the Astronaut Lynn Grove, and New Concord.
_ never been explored as to bee
len and Rev. Leonard Young char hal Aland Europe and
Light snow was reported in read from Apollo 8 on ChristAt New Concord, however,
pact patented.
officiating.
to zemodssal, internationally Atlanta. Ga., eady today as the ian Eve.
special preparations had to be
for
perfennenees.
temperature haired a
Holy Communion will be ob- made as the boiler to the furPallbearers were Alfred B. The tickets are $1.00 each freezing.
SOM11 curs that will only knock
served at the evening worship nace was melted down when a
Cogan', Trigg County Sheriff Mad may be purchased from
you thirty feet could be licen-i
Heavy awe.spit forecast in service Sunday at seven p.m.
fire was evidently built up and
Telmer Casey, Bruce Oakley, Boy Scouts, or from the Four northemiens',
sod at one price. Then a isrgOide.
Special music will be under the boiler was dry.
Wallace Hudson, Timothy Dix- Rivers Council office, 1501 travelbes wands*. prompting
er ear, of greeter horsepower,
Snow al- the direction of Paul Shahan.
Buren Jeffrey, superintendon, and Harrison Miteisuson. Broadway, Paducah, Ky. 42001. i:eady was on the ground in
which could knack you aill:7
eat of Calicrway Schools, said
(from
Elm
in
the
was
Burial
feet would be ealleled more for
parts of western New York
that a new boiler was being
Cemetery in Callowey County.
the plate. A Med category
and Michigan.
shipped for the school.
Army
U.S.
enteiedthe
Casey
.)
1. amid be sot up ler the largest.
Below zero readings were
When it was found that the
August 15, 1967 and had been
hightist
hersepeemed
ars
common from eastern Montana
system for New Conheating
stationed in Vietnam since Janwhich have the p3tentio1_. of
teL.Wisconsin and-from Names Ronald 0. Burrow, 20, son of cord School wee inoperable, the
is/0 15, 1958, assigned to the
knocking you for 100
& OP
to
Indiana
and
scattered areas Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Burrow of school officials made preparat.
The Murray Optimist Club is
more.
llth. Armored eisvalerY. His
305 South 12th Street, Murray, ions to heat three of the rooms
happy to announce test' thdr of New England....
hazily was notified several
Minneapolis-St.
Paul, Minn., has enlisted in the -United States in the main school building by
1968 Christmas Tree sale was
Bach could even be qualifie;l,
dos ago of his death, but still
a huge success, a spokesman reported 11 below zero at 2 a. Air Force. Planning to become electricity for the higher grades.
where a car owner amid rehave received no details of how
The other grades are having
said. They would like to take m. EST, Chicago was 5 below a career airmen, he will go to
ceive a cerdit for some type of
he died.
this opportunity to thank each and Anchorage 1 above. But Lackkind Air Force Base, Texas school in the Sunday School
gadget on the front which would
the coldest got in the nation
class rooms of the New ConThe soldier was born in Trigg and everyone who bought a outside of Aiegica's interior was for his basic training.
cuabion the blow, or if the car
A graduate of Murray High cord Church of Christ located
give
special
tree
thanks
and
to
County
August
2, 1047, had atwas in such a shape that you
to the Ledger & Times, for the 22 below atm reading se School, the Murray youth was just north of the school buildI would be propelled up on the
.0moded Ten County ItIgh
HONG KONG FLU VACCINE is administered to 81-Year-old
well qualified for the highly ing.
their
help in publicizing the Aberdeen, ki).772.
&heel and was- • member of
hood and over the top.
Mrs. Sadie McNichol. resident of a New York rest home,
Travelers werniegs also were technical training required for
Jeffrey said that gas is used
as well as radio edition
event
the
Golden
Pond
Hopei*
by Dr. John J. Arnold. assisted by nurse Mrs Rachel Taraup in parts of Woliehineton and an Air Force career,
according for heating and cooking in the
WNBS.
Church.
Bates charges could be arrangIdaho where trading rain and to Technical Sergeant
soft, during a tour to give flu vaccinations to persons unJoe C. lunch room of the school and
Special thanks also is extended for cars with bumpers which
snow glazed reads. 'That com- Skinner, local
•
able to get to health centers
Air Force Recru- lunches ere being served in
to The Thorobred Drive-In
Surviving are his father,
stick out, horns which could
bination continued to harass the iter in Paducah.
the regular way. Restrooms are
Freed Cotham for allowing
drew E. Corey of
/crepe you as you sail over the
upper elevations of the Pacific
Airman Burrow will be at available in both the school
cid) to use their parking Northwest.
Ind.; his mother, Mrs. Ernesthood, turning signals which
'Ackland AFB for the next six and the church.
to Jiggs Lassiter for
ine S. Jones, also of Ham
might interrupt your voyage,
About the only relief from
Prior to the opening of the
weeks receiving basic military
the club'to use the the
two brothers, Larry Elvis Cosand things of that nature.
cold spell was in Florida
training. After basic training schools, a check was made at
lot. The club expressed and
eey of the U.S. Navy stationed
California, but heavy fog
to California, and Donald Nel- their thanks to the Otasco store blanketed Sacramento and San he will receive specialised tra- all the schools in the county
.1 Impact potential could ptovide
system, and the only difficulty
for
the
loan
of
the
house
which
son
Costley
of
Trigg
County;
an scPtilable scale which could
Joaquin Valley in California. ining in the electronic career
in the heisting problem was
Muter, Mrs. Patsy Ann Ham- was used on the lot.
apply to every one. The license
Ice-covered highways in Ten- field for which he enlisted.
found at New Concord. Plans
ATLANTAI
(UP1)- The Deep Wires across the notion last mcmd of Trigg County; his patMoney derived from the sale nessee were
plates could even be colored
responsible for a
for the New Concord students
ernal grandmother, Mrs Sarah will be put to use in Calloway five-oar wreck and a school bus
differently for each level of South was in the midst of a week.
were made by school officials
The center said the death toll Cossey, end an aunt, Mrs. Leo- County for wirima-twojects the accident that
Impact so the pedestrian trimid severs Hong Kong flu epidemic
injured 15 chiton New Yeses day.
be on the lookout, green tor heiff, the last geographic area In the inonthlong epidemic now nia Cossey, both of Cadiz Route club hes plasmedAIss Optimist dna Friday. A dozen high
Supt. Jeffrey said the faciliClub * Werra"
low impact, purple for the ned to.mecumb to the nation's totaled at least 1,808 persons. Two.
1 basketball games were
1C...xig flu cases were resigtitimic in•decode,
The Calloway County Home- ties at the New Concord Church
higher and a-brilliant red
mstponed because of snow -in
.
afficiais repert
- ed keetrjt all 50 states.
Were Club will have its *zeta ot Christ were very aim and
the high impact cars.
Elate
are working our well for the
ebeut. 8,401 cases of influenza
struck three whales
larloY Ind adintin, Otnititi
Schools were Closed hi WO ing version at the Holiday Inn
students and teachers.
at Ube end of this week, and Friday at the alel,..World _liguarMonday,
UMW"'
3.-Ifetell-have to admit this
on
8,
at_ten
blew
---4-r-Zanhog as higt
An sirollment of 270 is ro•
mich sense as charging the they predicted the totgAieslirnb lam in San Diem Calif.% The
mow We 234-toot dries to block aJO.
antis ems* tie any car whether it is to 10.000_ hi she dote fu71 re- whales were doebd
.alpGetifin, Area ported at the New Cord
ports *re
biotic pills concealed its mack• It VI,ft a Cad.
The U. S. Army Corps of En- agent,wal conduct the brain- School and good attendance has
been reported at that school
NASHVILLE (UPI) — VandThe National Communicable erel.
gineers kept a close Watch on ing session.
One whale, Recoil, which had erbilt football coach Bill Pace
Dudes the afternoon the and at the other elementary
like mime couple met this Diseases Center NCDC in AtRev. Tom Smithmier wIll of- a nine-mile-long ice jam threawilek.Tax and Sue Washburn tests said the flu epidemic, the worst flu case, was taking asked officials at Oklahoma ficiate at the funeral today for tening communities along Utah's homemakers council will hold centers and the high school
from Dallas, Tents. He's among moist widespread since the 1957 315 antibiotic pills every six State University Thursday night Ernest Stewart of Hazel Route San Juan River. The engineers its regular meeting. Mrs. R. D. since classes have resumed, acto withdraw his name from con- Two being held at 2:30 p. m. said they might
cording to Charlie Lassiter, dirthe top ten aides representatives Asian flu epidemic, claimed 652 Muni, the aquarium said.
dynamite the McDaniel is the retiring preOnly the sce-ibern tier of sideration as Cowboy football at the Mt. Pleasant United Me- ice to prevent flooding.
for Weyth Laboratories, a MS
sident anil Mrs. Ray Broach is ector of pupil personnel for the
county system.
states had eace .1 the outbreak coach.
drug firm. We never know whethe now President.
thodist Church. Burial will be
Pace was scheduled to travel in the church cemetery with
Lassiter said most of the chilof flu and n--related deaths
ther to spell it Weyth or Wyeth.
dren were in attendance with
since the epidemic began in to Stillwater, Okla., today for the arrangements by the Miller
Looks as though It would be
very little illness reported.
early December, the NCDC re- an interview at OSU. State is Funeral Home of Hazel.
pronounced the same way at
a an/
Supt. Jeffrey said the county
searching for a successor to
ported.
JIM,
Stewart, age 82. died Thurssystem has always cooperated
However, state health offic- Phil Cutchin, who was releas- day at the, Murray-Calloway Cowith the churches in the comSeed Ms "Besclaset is finding
ials in Tennessee, Alabama, ed Last month.
unty Hospital.
munity with the school faciliyour glagnie.
Georgia and South Carolina, "Due to obligations here in
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
ties in the various communities
whose reports take a day or two Nashville and in Los Angeles Olive Stewart; two daughters,
being used by church congregaSeeing the ad on toothpaste reto be compiled by the NCDC, this weekend, I have notified Mrs. Thor* Pickard and Mrs.
minds us of the various catesaid — Friday flu had gripped Oklahoma State officials that I Ruth Moron.; son, Ralph Stewsouthwest of Saigon and a tions when fires have destroyed
By JACK WALSH
gories of tooth brushers.
large portions of their states. will be unable to come to Still- art; foster son, Ray Kehler; two SAIGON (UPI) - Allied South Vietnamese battalion to- their buildings or remodeling
Tennessee appeared to be the water for an interview," Pace sisters, Mrs. Olive Fitch and troops ambushed and killed 45 day killed 23 guerrillas in a 30- programs have been in proMarshall Fuqua of 1613 CalOne type attempts to keep the loway Avenue was claimed by hardest-hit state in the nation. said. "Accordingly, I have ask- Mrs. Eliza Shields; brother, Viet Cong in operations in the minute fight km a canal 63 mil- gress.
Jeffrey said they expect the
mouth closed during this pro- death Friday at 2:40 p. m. at Health officials there reported ed them to withdraw my name Harvey Stewart; three grand- canals and swamps of the Me- es southwest of Saigon.
cesa, however this takes stret- the Murray-Calloway County 4,412 oases for the week ending from consideration."
children; seven great grandchil- kong Delta and U.S. troops killThe operations near Saigon boiler for New Concord to archy lips. Some are able to suc- Hospital.
Dec 21, an increase of nearly -Face came to Vanderbilt in dren.
ed 46 more Communists in a were part of weeks-long drive rive sac so that the regular
cessfully brush their teeth,
1967, and this year produced a
Mr. Fuquia was 64 years of 3,500 cases in one week.
drive to disrupt a threat against to clear the capital area of classrooms am be used.
however all the while keeping age and was employed as a
Dr. Cecil B. Tucker, deputy 5-4-1 record — the first winnSaigon, military spokesmen said Communists to prevent them
the mouth firma)
, closed.
messing for a new drive on the
fireman at Murray Slate Uni- commissioner of the Tennessee ing season for the Commodores
today.
city as the government has preversity before ill health forced Department of Public Health, since 1959.
patrol
Infesitrymen,
navy
U.S.
Then them is the wide open hien to retire. He was a former estimated the total number, inVanderbilt had one of its best
dicted frequently.
type where the lips are drawn employee of Riley's Grocery at cluding unreported. cases of flu, recruiting years ever this winThe Viet Cong killed three
The Licensed Practical Nuns' boats and rocket-firing helicopcorner
back and the teeth are attacked Hith and Main where he was at about 88,000. He said the ter.
Friday
to
teamed
ters
Americans and wounded 2.5 in
es Association will meet Tues60
miles
with the brush with vim and known by many friends in the epidemic showed no indication
Viet
Cong
another engagement near Saiday, January 7, at seven p m. and kill 22
vigor.
of peaking.
area.
gon. U.S. helicopters and artilat the conference room of the
In Alabama, Or. W. H. Y.
The deceased was born in
lery finally drove off the ComMurray-Calloway County Hos.
Then the slow motioo type Calloway County to the late Ed Smtth, director of the Alabama
munists.
pital.
where the brush merely caress- Fuqua and Fanny Ridings Fu- Bureau of Preventable DiseasFar to the north, U.S. ships
Willard Ails, hospital phar
es the teeth. Does not do any qua. He and his wife, the form- es, said, "we are in the throes
macist,
will
be
the
speaker.
All
'Rae Sixth accident report for
Homer
on Reek Pegs)
Cunningham
(Continued
of OWparticular good, but no harm er Artis Hill, were married Oc- of a flu epidemic." He classiissmiary in the city of Murray
home City, Oklahoma, died of members are urged to attend.
either.
fied the vast majority of the a
tober 4, 1924.
heart attack Friday morning,
was filed by the investigating
Survivors are his wife; one flu oases as Hong Konirflu.
January 3; at St. Anthony Hostaken of the Murray Police
We are the sprayer type our- daughter, Mrs. William (Julia)
pital in Oklahoma City.
Deputment Friday at 4:05 pm.
selves because it takes longer Crago of Owensboro; two sons,
The deceased is the brother
No in.ilsries were reported.
td clean up the general lavora- Hugh Grey Fuqua of Genesee,
of Mrs. Eugene Shipley of MurItm Lee/ Rolling, assodebe -*Wilde. involved in the ac-1 tory area than it does to brush
and Don Fuqua of MemWASHINGTON
—
Marlow
ray _Rollie 11.ft tind Mrs. Fuldinkier for Inashlin 220 Shy. eldest were UM Chevrolet
the teeth.
James Michael (Mickey) Mall,
phis, Tenn.; One sister, Mrs.
nai—kft- WursdaY by airplane Ion, door owned by HOloomb
ton Young of Murray- Route Tr --Cook-43,- former
0
Ira • C. Guier of Dundin, Fla.;
The funeral for Gussie Veal Four.
County judge, Friday was sworn age 28. has been reported kill- for Hawaii to attend the interChevrolet and driven by JImMY.
' However each to his own and a. one brother, Noble Fuqua of was held this morning at 10:30
ed in action in Vietnam on national
the
U.
S.
Senate
hi
to
to
fill
convention of the firm Lee Edwards of Kirksey Route,
Happy Stannous Chloride to you Farmington Route Two; mem at the chapel of the J. H.(1. Funeral and burial services the seat of retired Sen. Thrus- Wednesday, wording to notiwill be held Sunday in MC
there.
One, and a 1961 Chevrolet one
too,.
chill Funeral Home with Rev home.
grandchildren.
ton R. Morton. Both men are fication of his death by a re
The Murray director woe the ton truck owned by Murray
presentative of the ROTC, MurFuneral services will be held William Porter officiating.
Republicans.
trip for high sales by her fash- Wholesale Grocery Company
Pallbearers were Cecil TerCook took the oath of office ray State University, to his mo- ion consultants in the
An old Hoot owl hooting in the Sunday at two p. m. at the
CORRECTION
area. She and driven by Cleo Donald Colof
Bert
Riley
ris,
ther,
Mrs.
Nettie
Bill
Barker,
Blalock-Colesnan
Price
Funeral
Home
administered by Vice President
Limiter,
drizzle last night. His mournwill return home Tuesday.
son of Alnico Route One.
toe.
ful cry resounded from the top Chapel, New Concord Road, Morris McBride, Henry Holton, Jantzen sweaters were incor- Hubert IL Humphrey. Cook
Police said Edwards was goThe message relayed by the
: of a tall Scaly Bark over in with Rev. Johnson Easley of- Vedvin Allbritten, Bill Nall, and rectly advertised in Reece's promised to "defend the Coning north on 10th, stopped at
Dan Hutson. Burial was in the advertisement yesterday. The stitution of the United States ROTC was that Hall had died
ficiating.
Rainey'. yard.
the atop sign at Main, but failPallbearers will be Perrin Murray Cemetery with the ar- store handles Galina and Puri- against all enemies . . . foreign while engaged in action with
ed to see the truck going east
hostile forces.
and domestic."
Lady the dog out this morning. Adams, H. M. Sledd, Porter rangements by the J. H. Chur- tan sweaters.
on Main Street. The car hit the
Hall was a member of the
He was one of a group of
The Squirrels were not too per- Farley, Carves Sanders, E. W. chill Funeral Home.
truck over the back wheel and
Veal, age 77, died Thursday
Riley, and Vernon Roberts.
four senators—elect who pre- 5th Special Forces Group and
frame, according to the police
Interment 'will be in Murray at the Fuller Gil:lean Hospital,
(Continued on Bate Page)
ceded down the Senate aisle was engaged in his second tour
report.
Memorial Gardens with the ar- Mayfield Survivors include one
alphatbetically. Cook was on of duty in Vietnam. He ha
Damage to the car was on all
rangements by the Blalock- nephew, Lubie Veal, Jr., of Lou.
the arm of Sen. John Sherman been awarded the Bronze Sta
of the front end and to the
Coleman Funeral Home where isville, and one niece, Mrs.
Cooper, 11-1(y., the state's sen- for meritorious service in VietTommy Howard of Indian Rock
truck on the left side and
friends may call.
nam between August 23 and
ior !senator.
Reach, Fla.
frame.
Cook -defeated Democrat Ka- November 5, .1967.
therine Peden last November. The soldier -had been in th
Morton stood in the back of service for twelve years. Hie is
g
U. S. ARMY, VIETNAM (A
the charnber observing the pro- • gryiuste of Benton High
•
NOW YOU KNOW
HTNC) - Army Private First
ceedings. He resigned his office School.
Class William H. Ambers. 24,
a1154 Prose II MarmotWaal
Dec. 16 so that Cock could go
Survivors are tine seek David
by United Press International
son of Mr. and Mrs. William B.
on the federal payfell Dec. I and Marvin Hall of Benton;
The Faxon Mothers Club will
The first actor and aeteess to
.Lionberg Jr., Route 1..H1ckman,
and get seniority over
Mother, Mn, Riley of Benton;
bold its regular meeting at the
Intetdatienai win the Academy Awards from
—Ky., was assigned Decet to the by United Press
members newly elected to
lather', Overton Hall of LouisSchool on Wednesday. January
Mostly fair end cold today the Academy of Motion Pinture
198th infantry Brigade, AmeriSonde.
ville; brother. Charles L. Hall
8, at 1:30 p.m.
teday
High.
Sunday.
Arts'
and
through
Sciences
were
Emil
ca! Division in Vietnam.
Cook's wife and fiveof Bermuda; two tudftisters,
Mns. Albert "Wilson. prej,
teens west to low Xis east. Low Jennings for "Mayo( All Flesh"
ren observed the ceremony from Mrs. Virginia Thorn of Gilberts
dent, said the meeting will be
:
His wife. Margaret, lives ,at tonight 4 we* to 10 mut. A lit- and Janet Gaynor for "Seventh
the family gallery-above the vine and Mrs. -Judy McCollheld in the seventh grade room,
Heaven." both in 1927-28.
tle warmer Sunday. _
I --' 1810 Miller Ave., Murray.
Senate floor.
&SGT. HALL
bell of Omaha, Nebte/iU
Marlow Cosa
and urges all mothers to attend.
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Ronald Burrow Is
Air Force Enlistee

Optimist Club
Tree Sale Success —
-

Flu Hits Deep South In
One Of Worst Epidemics

Homemakers Club
Plans Training

Vandy Coach Turns
Down-Phil Cutchin.
Job At Oklahoma Stewart Funeral
Scheduled Today.

-

Fuqua Passes
Away Friaay
At Hospital

Allied Troops Ambush And
Kill45 Cong In The Delta

Willard Ails Will
Speak For Nurses

Homer Cunningham
Succumb. Friday

a

,EFUNDS
EXCHANGES

way

Gussie Veal Rites
Held This Morning

Area Soldier
1Killed In
Vietnam

Marlow Cook
Is Sworn In

Sixth Wreck
Report Filed
By The Police

Mrs. Lucy Rollins
Now In Hawaii

Husband Of Local
Girl In Viet Nam

Faxon Mothers To
Meet On Wednesday

WEATIER REPORT
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TRIE LEDGER It T 1 hg g
Peter Kuhn was elected Master of Murray Lodge No.
105 Free and Accepted Masons. Other officers are A. 0.
Woods, Charles B. Ryan, George Hart, C. H. Redden,
1/11100111r
11111•11 ausissimmG COMPANY, Boddy Russell
, Frank Harpole, Wayne Flora, Glen Hodet the Menu Ledger. The Callowa
y Timm. and
Tilamm-Haraid, October IS, 19211.
and the West Kaatashian. ges, Amos Wells, and Charles Hood.
JOASEIZS 1. 1942.
Solon Hale left this week to resume his studies at
MO N. 4th Simi. Murray.
Rental*: ARM
Columbia Military Academy, Columbia, Tenn., after
JAM= C. WILLIAM* PUMLINEOIR
spending the vacation with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
'Version Hale.
We reesrve the right to reject
any
or Public VON Ilmai winch, to Advertng. Leiters to the adikir.
Members of the cast at the senior play at Murray
our opinion, are not for the
bolt
interest of our mama.
Milli School are Jerry Hurt, Clara Waldrop, Cenilale
Phillips, Rachel Sammons, Elizabeth Upchurch, Joe
NATIONAL RISPRINIIINTATIVIS:
WALLA= WITILKR 00, liii
MadiaonLea.
Ward, Imogene Parks, Nell Alexander, Ivan Lamb, Pat
Tenn; Thee & LAURI*,
New
M.T.,
York.
814Phensoss Aids.. Detroit. Mich.
°Ingle!, Henry Jones, and Martha Jane Blalock.
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Intend at the Post Offlos, Musra.y.
Kannicity, for treemaimion as
esermel Clam Mutter
11011EKIRIPTI0N ltAXIML-110-Ga
ntarto MOW.Per we*
3f4c. Pet
math $1.10. In Oallowaya
disialas eeimaka, per year, $IM;
Sums 1 & 2. $11.00; lisseeftara
913.M.
avreim palegdpelons sain
"The Oterataadima Cede &Net
et a Oniummilly St Elle
liatevny of Its Newspap
er"

SATURDAY — JANUARY 4, 1969

At many levels of society these days there
is
quite a bit of cynical disrespect for the law, and we
wonder just how much of that disrespect stems
in
port from the mechanics of its application.
We
•

:
.

wonder if the ritual of the legal ceremony which
tballi &land on... ad infinitum . . isn't in itself
a
°oddball's cause to the growing disresp
ect for
the Wen
3711
Xde"
lia-Swarc.
Certainly it dichft he the stature of the law
a
*Pies alleatien
few yaws siocklehen in the tragic afterm
ath of
324aist OM)
President IPERmiett amusinatkau the
Jack Ruby— - 344111erd el
trial tunsetilintft a dragged out ,sidnit of bpi _
swim
thasnisens that was interrupted by only the
311-FIVINI
death_
of Ruby himself. The ritual of the legal ceremony , la-lheristsa
374*
appears to have become an end in itself, and
many
111-Cesewns
lupins victims of the legal process have little
le-Ses sesta
to
*tabs
look forwerd to, win or lose, except financi
al and
cenbsadisa
postal exhauation.
41-11ramin
424Ired Laln
- The trial of James Earl Ray, accused of
the
Obi*
awsdar of Dr. Martin Luther King, is no
1113Fingeli
ty
nearer
4741sis
%Rhythm it was the day the crime was commit
ted
411•Csanalmi
more than six months ago. In fact, the
mem
emphasis
hos shifted from the accused and his victim
to the
Mao
personalities of two'colorful, flamboyant
lawyers,
1-3wIlleisei
one from Birmingham and the other from Housto
n,
who have been vilifying each other and
getting all
the hewllines. We cannot see that justice
* being
served in these antics
A United Press International news
release
recently noted that the trial of Sirhan
B. Sirhan,
accused murderer of Sen.. Robert F. Kenned
y, was
expected to be delayed. In this case, involvi
ng the
aseassination of a presidential candid
ate, the
wacen4KuNplanY
monthe Vac Eiii:Ertrae Wee corilet
ilk this
case, the nescuird
* Is'young and apparently healthy,
so the prospects of a costly and exhaus
ting *pa
idedecter
excelent —irrespective of the impactoft the public sensibilities.
It is just such spectacles, vritnessed
by laymen
who do not fully appreciate the fine
points of the
law and the /sculls ethics of some
lawyers, that
encountersdisrespeet/forthe law Nadi.
Maybe it's time for the reform
ers to take a
serious look at this important aspect of our
society
and do something about it. At the gnus
roots lever:—
we have made progress by adopting the
General
Sessions
Courts
to
bring
about speedier
dispensation of justice. The trouble now
appoints to
be in the higher levels.
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clauses and the we attend regulerly ourselves Why didn't
you tell him that we give to
Letter to the Editor:
the church and look upon our.
- Friends, I would like
selves as respected Christians," 41
there the following article with
Yes, she said, "All that you
yea OA I read recently. It
have said Is true and I could
ennead me to think end I
thought It would do the same have told him all that." But
I am still troubled, because he,
for others:
didn't ask me if we sent the
The continued knock brought
a•-•
children to Bible school or if
the busy mother ho the door.
we were respected Christians.
A man stood there with • Bible
That was not his question. He
in his hand. Without a word of
asked me "Does Jesus live.
introduction he
here" "end all day long I have
Jesus live here"?
been wondering if He does". do
The woman. altho she was a
This article was copied from
member of the church, was up'Truth in Love" Newark, Ark.
set by the unexpected question,
Meddye Chrietemberry
and she did not answer. She
Murray Route 1
did not even remember what
the man said-next, but she remembered that he walked slow- Pilot Film
HOLLYWOOD ( P I 1 —
ly sway. All day long the man's
question kept going ,thru her Monte Markham of the defunct "The Second Hundre
mind, when her husband came
d
Years," stars in the pilot
home, she told him about it.
film
for "Mr. Deeds Goes To
WashHe letighed and said, "WO;
ington"
didn't you show him the church
directory with our name in !t?
• • •
You could have told him that
Montana is also known as
we give to the church and always WWI the children to Bible the Treasure State.

•
•

•
•
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itate the collection of stray handicapped
children's
en
dogs that had become public clinic will relocete
THEATRE
temporarily
nuisances.
from its present quarters in
—The new Standards Center Austin House
to Louiptille't
for weights and measures cali- General Hospital
, one-halikBlock
bration yes opened hi Frank- east, due
to noise from • nearfort. Kentucky is one of 10 by
construction
project,
a
states to have such • facility spokesman
for the Commission
for ascertaining the accuracy of on Handica
pped Children has
testing devices used in enforceannounced.
ment of the state laws for meaPt was also announced the
surements.
clinic will be conducted twice
—The modern new diagnosweekly, on Tuesday and Thurstic laboratory at Hopkinsville
day mornings, instead of the
was staffed and put into operaregular three mornings a week.tion as a major step toward
Children with visual problems
rapid diagnosis and eradication
other than minor refractory erof communicable animal dierors, whose parents cannot afeases.
ford extra medical expense, are
—The 1988 legislature passed
a law providing for compulsory referred to the clink from all
control measures to eradicate over the stiste
Referrals may be mule to
the nodding thistle, The department was authorized to carry the Commission on Handicappout mowing, spraying, and oth- ed Children, 1405 E. Burnett,
er measures to eradicate the Loalsviile.
noxious weed.
—The department supervised
the conduct of the Kentucky
ALMANAC
milk
producers
referendum.
This referendum which wes ap- by United
Frees leternatianid
proved by the dairy farmers auToday is Saturday, Jan. 4, the
thorized a set aside fund to be fourth day of
1988 vrtth 351 to
used in research leading to wid- follow.
er utilization of milk products
The moon is between its full
end • national advertising and phew and
last quarter.
promotional prowess.The morning stars are Man
-The state milk marketing and
Jupiter.
and eptimonopoly law was deThe evening stars are Venus
clared
tasoonstitutional
by and Saturn.
Franklin Circuit Court. HowOn this day In. history:
ever. the Milk Marketing ComIn 1885, Dr. William Grant of
mission Was authorized to coo- Davenpo
rt Iowa, performed the
tinge to function pending • re- first
appendectomy The patient
view by the Kentucky Court of made • complet
e recovery.
Appeals. A decision is expected
In 1937, about 10,000 Italian
In January.
troops leaded in Spain to bol•••••
ster nationalist forces hi the
Win
NOW YOU KNOW
Spanish Civil War.
of Ten
hi 1948, Burma became as
by United Press Inhienatienal
independent nation.
On the beaU of total tons of
In 1987, Donald Campbell
cargo. handled, Rotterdam in died
when
his jet-powered
The Netherlands is the world's speedbo
at exploded.
largest port.
A thought for the day —
Irish Poet James Stepheo3 said:
-Women are wiser than men
IMMO*Om
MtN
because they burs leas end un- A SACK INIERPIA10411 PIM*•
**an
CORIUM •MPana• METRO
'Is life so deer, or peace so
CiMNIMYIltet
derstand more."
•••••••••""" 0119 Sligi01110MC 93U00D IltOcoiCe
0mom
sweet, mato be purchasod at
the price of chain. end shimNiontancl Arrives
Forbid it, Almighty
lltieHOLLYWOOD
—Yves
UPI)(
FEATURES AT 1 A I
know not what course
ontand arrived from Paris to
others may take, but as for
tn rehearsals for his coReserved PerfprMiiiiie Tickets
me, give me liberty, Of give
starring
role
with
Bann,
me deeth!” Speech in VirStreisand in "On A Clear DAY
ginia Convention,Sc. John'a
*
Now On Sale!
You Can See Forever." -- , *
Episcoprii Church. Rich-- — -- -Reserved Perform
ance" (onions yott to buy It ticket
mond, Virginia
in advanoe for the cvening
,-•
(Much 23,1225)
performance of Ionr choice
and
GUARANTEES you a seat for
Connecticut and Rhode Isthat perfortnance
Sinct advance interest indicates an
Boy U S Savings Bonds,
land ,were the 'only two stater
unusual demand for
tickets, act
now to be assured the
that failed, to ratify the Properformance you desire!
new Freedom Shares
hibition Amendment

"GONE WITH
THE WIND"

FAMED INDIAN WARRIOR GERONIMO
A ate way of life was started for Geronimo and 340
other
Apache war prisoners when they were brought to Fort Sill
in
1894. In 1913, four year. ifter Geroninto's death,
the Apaches
left, tiw fort with a reputation as the most
industrious and
productive Indians in the nation. Students of
the Field Artillery School in 1931 honored Geronimo by
erecting a rock
cairn surmounted by an eagle over his grave
on Fort Sill's
East Range. (This photograph of Geronim0
was taken before
his filial surrender in 1894.)

LEDGE& & IDLES MI
The Murray State College Thoroughbreds met the
undefeated Sul Ross football team from Alpine. Texas,
in the Tangerine Bowl at Orlando, Fla., on New Year's
Day and held them to a 21-21 deadlock when the game
ended.
dram. Zr,
the animal midwinter furniture show to Chicago, IN
The Fiscal Court at its meeting today voted to have
the trees in the courtyard pruned and topped so that the
courthouse could be shown to greater advantage &of
also to Increase the beauty of the trees in the courtyard.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis rah of Columbia, Tenn., were
the recent guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cord's
Fair, Sycamore Street.

_
cAupogjaii. mug I go Before taking a lent. nont:iig.,
Walk at his how state of California before leaving for
Wash •
ington. Pseableat-elect Richard M Nixon in escorted scrolls
Use -field at bail time of the Mom; Bowl rime in Pasaden
a
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CLARK GABLE
kwardi
VIMEN LEIGH
LESLIE HOWARD
OLIVIA de HAVILLAND,

PATRICK HENRY

30YearsAgoThisWeek
•

•

picture ever!

20 Years Ago Today

N. A. Pate, age 63, fanner of the southwest Murray
community. died January 2. Another death reported
was that of Mrs. Finis Holland of the Miciway commun.

6

In not screen
splendor..
'
the most'magni
ficent

Ten YearsaAgo Today
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Meat Inspection
Law Will Head
New Programs
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Letter To Editor

With ihe_meat inspection law
iesding the list Agriculture
Combiner Robert-liner has
prepaid' a eassamy of new
program end- highlights for
the state agricultur4 ' department during the year just ending. Included in the list ere:
—A Kentucky meat inspection law enacted by the 111116
General Assembly to cantons
with federal requirements. This
low 'provides that all processed
Meat offered for sale at MI retail outlets including restour FACES OF THE FOETran
ante must be inspected- ier Buu Kern, the National
Libwholesomeness. The agriculture eration Front
(Viet Cong
department is already perform- acting foreign
minister, and
ing inspections on a limited Mrs. Nguyen
Thi Binh, NLF
basis with full scale inspection vice
chief, arrtilinglii,answer
scheduled to start July 1, 1969.
reporters' miestlons.in Paris
—Establishment of a switchabout their meeting with
ing fund program to ,provide
French Foreign Minister
limited assistance to A9PMY06
Michel Debre. (Cubbephoto)
• .4o coontY lairs for ciegigil :son„'traction anti facility Wore*
meat.
—For the first time ill the Children's Eye.
-"history af-thtdog
caw Clinic Tempouar*
ty-wide quarantine of all dogs
was imposed. This quarantine In New Quarters
was petitioned by citizens of
Clark County in order to facilFRANKFORT — The State's

And another of his disciples said unto him,
suffer me first tag.and Miry my father.—Matthew II:2
The "me first^ person always has many fine
sound
ing excises to postpone full commitment to Jesus Chris

Mrs. Mary (Molly) Brandon, age 90, died
today at
the home of her son, Bulls Goodwin, Dexter
Route One.
James E. Buchanan, Seaman Apprentice,
USN, son
of Mr. and Mrs. T. V. Buchanan of Murray
, is attending
the Rads.rman School at the Naval
Station, Norfolk, Va.
Miss Brenda Brandon and S-Sgt. Patrick
Estes were
married at LAS Vegas, Nevada. The bride
Is the daughter
of Mrs. Earl Brandon of Murray.
Miss Rose Marie Dyer'daughter of Mrs.
Mamie Dyer
of Murray, has been named to the
honor roll at FreedHa.rdeman College, Henderson, Tenn.

RUSSIA FIRST WITH * SIGGEST--The Tupuloy 411.1)
144,
Russia's giant supersonic airliner, takes on
fuel (top) at an k
unidentified Moscow airport and (lower) taxis
down a runway before making its succesidul maiden
flight. The TU144 is designed to carry 120 passengers
1,352 miles an hour.
The -droop down" nose section provides pilots
with greater
visibility during takeoffs and landings.
(Cable photo)
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*by MICHAEL A. HOLTON

JP Cos Chi Cass
Supper, Election
Os Sat., las. 4

BOATING

The Jackson Purchase

Gun

Club's annual 'Coon Skipper and
election of °Mews will be coducted bagthedog at 6:30 p.m.
altlirda,Y. Jan. 6, at the eluting:Mae between Coldwater and
ROMs in Calloway Co.
MI ambers are urged to ab.
toryps dinner ntaatlitt.

the ditty bag:
Very Lou sport have exacted
such* heav-i toll of life;
portion to the number
ticipanta. is unlimited hydroplane racing. In the last three
years, five drivers have Input,
killed, the latest 53-year-old"
Warner Gardner who met
death in this year's Gold Cup
race In Detroit when his threeton boat turned over at 130
ail" per he.
,e.exid-husitsd-him
into the water.
In 1986, Ron Musson, Don
Wilson and Rex Manchester
were killed in the President's
Cup race on the Potomac, and
last year Bill Brow was injured
fatally in a race at Tampa,
Fla. .
But the big boats, some of
which reach nearly 200 miles
per hour on the straightaways,
carry on, and indications are
next year's race program will
be one of the most ambitious in
the sport's history.
• •• •

Scorebo HsiS bowl
Shaw Datino CHIMP
- Shine Newirwed Wow
Lawrence Welt Sbaur

hr= rs^:a..
•
5„
5.0,1,'..,ra JPar c"Or •
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Nathrhie Masson*
Nashville Jownwoo

NIS= Joemoreo
Nes/wine Jalmwee
News

and that we attend yeourselves.Why didn't
11 him that we give toq
urch and look upon our85 respected (Thristians,"•
she said, "All that you aid is true and I could
old him all that." But
till triubled, because he,
ask me if we sent the
n to Bible school or if
re respected Christians
'as not his question. He
me "Dles Jesus live.
'end all day long I have
-uldering II Hoe does".
article was copied from
In LIve" Newark, Ark.
Meddye Christemberry
Murray Route 1
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LYWOOD (UPI) —
Markham of the de"The Second Hundred.
stars in the pilot film
✓ Deeds Goes To Wash-

a

Left to Right-Pat Scott, Steve Ca they and Mike
Parker. They shot these geese in the Ballard County
Waterfowl Management Area....
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FLEET-FOOTED, FAST-TALKING HUNTER
A deer hunter in New Mexico dropped •deer with what he thought
was an excellent shot. lie hurried to the motionless deer, and quickly
..wrapgisi his hunting tag around one of the hems, as required by
illAt Stuidonly, the "dead" deer came to life, kicking with all four
Ings2140i late, the hunter realised he had only creased the animal's
head, sitimaing him momentarily.
ocrumbled erect and bounded MI with the Minter in hot
perm& lest over a hill, another hunter wallet He saw the fiestas
deer and brought him down with a single shot. He had just walked
over to his prise when the second hunter arrived, Wang and puling
and waving his arms. "That's my deer, that's my dear," be panted.
Can you prove it," the amend hunter asked.
"It's got my tag on it," the lout hunter said.
The second hunter knelt down at the deer's head sad fingered the
tag for several long seconds. Finally he raised his bead and mad:
"Mister, if you can run fast enough to catch a deer and tag him,
he's yours."
Romer Comics

The am,

BALLOONS AND SEA GULLS
Fishermen have found many strange ways to locate fish, and every once in a while we hear of a new
one. One of the oldest is the method used by catfish
grabbers. Their plan is to feel under banks and in dark
holes until they touch a fish, then yank him out. This
system is illegal in most places so there must be better
methods. One is to watcn for the feeding gulls and tarns.
They swoop ticnvn to_cjean up the scraps where schools
of fish are feeding 011111- -Lowrance, electronics manufacturer and a_ flying fisherman of Tulsa, Oklahoma,
when arriving to fish a new lake surveys it first by air
to locate the action.
Those fishing for schooling fish such as crappies
may catch a Judas fish, then tie an inflated balloon to
him with a. le4bth of monofilament. The fish works
his
way back to
school, and the spying fisherman follows
the travelling balloon.
But any of these fishing systems can fail, says Lowrance. That's why, some years ago, he invented his
own
fish finder, a little portable sonar outfit to reveal
what's
going on beneath the surface. "I've tried 'em
all," says
Lowrance. Then pointing to his little green box
labeled
"LO-K-TOR," he adds, "but this is the
modern method.
Beats balloons and seagulls everytirn
e."
For more on the Fish W-K-TOR, readers may
write
Lowrance Electronics, 7809 E. Admiral Place,
Tulsa,
Oklahoma 74115.
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Keep America 'Beautiful. Inc.,
a non-profit organization devoted to national litter-prevention, reports that_efilifts to pre-,
vent water pollution by boats
were under way when the nation was little more than .50
year old. In 1834, KAB says,
regulations for the use of the
Louisville and Portland Canal
in ICeritucky stated: "No stuff
of any kind is 'Permitted to be
thrown from on board vessels
or rafts while they are in the
canal or locks." Violators were
fined $5. a stiff penalty in
those days when the average
wage was about $6 weekly.
• • •
Le's'Brown of Worth. Ill., has
been elected president of the
American Power Beat Association, succeeding- Bob Wanamaker of New Hartford, N.Y.
Other new officers of the 65year-old power boat racing organization include Paul Kalb,
Waukegan. Ill., senior vice
president: William A. Boyes Sr.,
Rolling Hills. Calif., treasurer,

Landing, N.Y., secretary.

••
-*

• • •
Ley,id Goddard, 41. a former
British soldier, has announced
-plans for establishing an Internatiortal maritime muse
. tins
on the banks of the River Exe
at Exeter, Devon, England,
similar to the Mystic Seaperes
at Mystic, Conn. Goddard, who
spent four years planning the
project-,TaeirkH pe.summer for the opening date.
'The Museum will become
the last 'berth' for what remains of the world's fast vanishing sail-driven working craft
and other boats of exceptional
interest, many of which will
continue to be sailed as living

.4
4
-*

examples of a bygone age,"
•

•

•

•

When storing .1 boat and
trailer rig for the winter, one
of the minor but important
things-to-do is taking care of
the line on the trailer winch.
The line should be detached.
from the boat's bow eye,
stripped off the winch drum
and allowed to dry thoroughly,
Then wind it back on lightly.
If it's left or the drum under
the tension placed on it during
the last haul-out, dampness
may be retained. Even if the
line is impervious to rot, the
drum can rust. Also, fibers
which are pinched and under.
tension can take on a permanent set IT-ilkowed to remain
that way for an extended period of time.
•
•
Own a fiberglass hull? Manufacturers recommend that they
be waxed several times a year
to help preserve the lustre and
color of the surface gel coat.
We use a Johnson Wax auto
care product celled "J/Wax
Kit" which is a' pre-softened
paste wax that spreads almost
as easily as a liquid. Its cleaning ingredients have a very
mild abrasiveness for removing
imbedded dirt safely.

your hunting season for the birds?

"That's nothing. Wait'll you see the bears."
SOUTHERN OUTDOORS

Be a tootiport, JOIN the
CALLOWAY -COUNTY SPORTSMAN'S CLUB
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By JACK WOLIRTON
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Miss Jane Deem..Bayliss Becomes Bride
Of Steven Howard Titsworth In Lovely
of Cornell Ceremony At
The Garden Crest Church
New Yost.

PERSONALS

Pitons 753-1917 ow 7534947

A

Eddie N. Wolk
university, Ithaca,
spent the recast holidays with
his per
Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Well& dodinel
e Delve.
s

church at seven pa.
•••

•

•

_ _lodesThe lbildsen Jams Cilia.
Me That asptist Cbeedt
will swat with ,Ilies:
Senna at 713 pa.
•••
The Calloway County
makers Club win Wive its
nasal training essionit

deli Allbritlem it 1:30 pa.

Ores,I of the First COMMist-Cbsealkillfr will am*
lbs. Robb Woods at too aa.
W.Obtain will have
KM MOM and Mrs. M. C.
Illis be worship.
•••
Oresp II of the First Christian Mock CWT will meet with
Ible. Davy Hopkins with Mn.
ea- sosWis
Ini011ft--

The Arts and *die COW will
mist seihe tionwittleatDavy
Hopkins, 232 South 12th Street,
with Mrs. Howard Getiwis as
hostess it 230
•• •

Mr. and Mn. Many Ore
hem and children, Gretchen.
Jennifer, and Kelly, of ems
vine were the recent owls it
her parents, Mr. and
niss Bents, Coldirater Bask.,
••
Mr. and Mrs. SRO=
the
ePe
dentgliter
nt
Mrs.
hblida
llTeell/11111114
and family of Baldwin, Is,
While there they attended a
basketball tournament at Was
den,' Mo., in which Mr. Brooks'
-von -the-winaiss

Mrs. The

Alimony
All His 'Oats'

Thursday, January 9
The Immanuel Latham We
men's Wademeiry laws will
meat it
-DEAR ABBY: Believe-it or not, my husband makes USAir tv Powell. SD Bouthe.),111th
The council meeting will be
a year, but we are so broke he has considered leaving his
at two p.m. Mrs. Lessie Pickard Street, it alma pa. Bev. StepMrs.
Billie
Banks
and
the afteenoon.
will he
the program and Mrs. hen Mum& will present the to- ran, Nancy and Jeanne, of
body to a medical school to save the expellee of•Pam*
•••
Paislime Speegie the devotion. pic on Ms impose and activit- dna. Two, were the guests
The reason Freddy is so broke is became be was Married
The Rutty Nab Hardy
•••
ies of time Bowe.
lad weekend of Isar parents,
twice before and be has Ii eepport tbrokfamilhas. Solkoarbe Is
of That Audi! Clench
7111-12011 Department of the
.obdifrs. Hugh Mules of
•
will meet with Mn. Joim
4--dirowing a small fortune away on wives and Children he never
The beseety arcie of likg
Mummy Menagn's Club will meet
at 7:30 pm.
sees.'It is like buying, eats for a dead horse. I don't say he
First Baptist Church WMS win
the-elido
▪
•
•
house
•
7:30
at
p.m.
•
••
should let his ex-swivel and children starve to death, but hoth
lira Jack Lemeedy is program meet with Mrs. Ralph Toms
Behest- IL fltubbloasid al
Tht_litom!a_
his ex-wives are staying single and bleeding him for all toe's
thistmes will be net at 9:90 am.
lis haw -Masa"
MAO& beaks of the
•• •
worth, just to be mean
Meedesses Omsk Jesse, Jack
from
thowodu
rts
Baptist
IN.
UMW Mbahodist Claud we
How can Freddy get the alimony and support mane,
The Hazel Women's Club will peal, Paean*
Komestly, II
'
Omer. Rahn Dhives pods* mow at
Levies.MivinIlle0amish, and meet at the club room at seven
•••
reduced! Don't tell us to ask a lawyer. If it weren't for
'
odd bait CU pm.
p.m. Mrs Jean Willis as the
Ms !Mom Pardee.
lawyers we wouldn't be this broke.
Dolphos L Lawrence of
•••
•••
West speaker. Mrs. Danny Out- Maio Oita bus We a
"HARD UP" IN HOLLYWOOD
patted
The Coldweter United Ms
The Kappa Departifilie bad and Mrs. Gerald Ray will at the Weston
Botha Hospital,
llsodist Church WSCS will meet
Murray W's Chi will met be hostessee
DEAR HARDUP: When yes want legal advice, your best
Pedalo&
at the church at 7:30 p.m.
•••
at the club house at 7:311
i.e
be it still a lawyer. The "horses" for whom Freddy is buying
• ••
Bev. John Huffman will be the
Grove 126 of the Woodmen of
ask are still very Melt alive. And wiles a man changes
The Disler CemounitY Oen- speaker.
Hostesses Will be Mes- the World will have Ms dinner
"hints
" three times, he had better have enough "oats" to
,
.4er Amoebas, wit bold its
dames Merles Porter, Charles meeting at the Women's Club
aleck Santa Aides. It Mein like you picked a losing oat-burner.
regular mastimecenter Mercer, -Charles D. Outland, House it 6:30 p.m.
•
AUL 11111111 HOWARD
at seem pa. New Officers will
•••
and Phillip Tibbs.
be Weds&
•• •
The
Garden
Chapel it the bridesmaids were Miss Ann
Friday, Jimmy 10
•
•••
The Young Woman's Au
Garden
Crest
Wednesday, January e
Prelibyearian Thompson of St. Albans, West
DEAR ABBY: Whoever said teen-age years were the
The-North Murray liementaksty of the
The Leek Mr OM.
Baptist
Church
Church,
St.
Petersburg, !lore Virginia and Mist Linda Mar- happiest didn't know what they were talking about. I am
-The Faxon Mothers Club
Club will meet-it4he home
13 and
the First liseitht-Chereli
presented a program for the da, was the
scene of the wedd- tin of Frankfort, Kentucky.
mist In the 7th grade room of at Mrs. Oscar Salyers it 1:30
I am not the least bit happy. Let me explain.
magrimation of the church is ing of
will meet with Mn.
Miss Jane Deanne Bayp.m.
OM abed it 1:30 pm.
Dr. A. H. Titaworth, father
I can't data.
Vance at 7:30 pm.
eindey, December EL
•• •
liss and Steven Howard Tits- of the groom,
•• •
served as best
•••
I can't sear heels.
-Afie Is Bore was the title worth.
The Bessie lecher Circle of
Saturday, Jiimary 11
man.
The
ushers were John
the program consisting el
I can't wear lipstick [even pale pink
Tuesday, Jansery 7
Dr. Robert W. Bricker per- BastioU, brother-i
Se First United Methodist
Boy Scout Troop No. 77 wIll
n-law of the
posiese• fro
7'he licensed Practical Nene
the Bible about formed the double
I can't wear nail polish [any kind).
Chiarh WSCS will
ring
collect
old
ceremeow and William H. Bayliss
newspapers. Call the jibe
it with
es Amiciation will meet in the
birth of
• They were mony on Monday, December 23, 1,
I can't shave my legs.
lbs. Mat Whitford, Doribpp That Christian Church otfice
11 nephew of the bride.
reed by Macy Beth-Imes, Mirka at six-th
cooference room of the Mar
irty o'clock in the evenI can't wear shorts or slacks.
Drive, at 9:30 a.m bletabora
leave your name and addReception
ray-Calloway County EiospitaL
Hopkins, Janice Chapman, sad ing.
I can't wear low-back dresses.
please note change in dote.
ress for pickup.
,
Followin
g
the
ceremony
the
Wilma Miller. The Pe30
Willard Ails. hospital pharma• ••
alThe bride is the daughter of reception was held
•••
I can't listen to the radio or watch TV when I want to.
at the home
; cist, will be the speaker.
so consisted of enrols
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Bayliss, of the bride's
The
Elm
Grove
Baptiet
I can't stay overnight at anybody's house.
parents.
• ••
were sung by the group.
6012
Eighth Avenue, North, St.
Church WILS will have its genAssisting in the serving were
Had enough? Well, I have. I told my mother that she will
"Other members taking past in Petersburg. Fla.,
AnMe Armstrong Circle
and the groom Mrs. B. E. Litton, Mrs. Carlton
eral meeting at the church at
regret
it some day And she will, too. I've been thinking of
the
the First Baptist Church
program
ware
Diana
Bea* Is the son of Dr. and Mrs. A. L Miller, Mrs.
Give your Yule tree a snow
1:30 pm.
Virgil Dorsett, running away. I
ring. will meet with Mrs. W.
would, but I don't have any place to go Please
Sylvia Oil- H. Titsworth of 1316 Olive Bou- Miss Joy
• ••
job. Hook up a reusable decora- Martha
Baylis',
and Miss Jill tell me
#L Moan at 7:30 p.m.
.
ham,
what to do. I don't deserve this
Bailey, Mesas levard. Murray.
tor
gun
to
an
exhausttype
The
New
Concord
Homemak
Baylis&
Se.
Bennett, Viable amidas. Des
•
For the wedding the bride
SICK
ers Club will meet with Miss vacuum cleaner. Then spray on
BEING
OF
BOSSED
After the reception the cote
_ Skim Aiontlip Me. 19 Orthe snow-flocking material that the Juba's, Judy lieinmea. was lovely in her weddingMaude Nance at ewe p.m.
gown pie left for a wedding trip to
DEAR SICK: Year maim Is probably sick, too-of being
" der -all- Wig Maw be Geri'
conies in a kit. A one-pound Beverly Brittian, and Phyla of Aline silk covered
•••
in lace Nassau in the Behan). Islands.
will mit at the Ilbsimit
bag of the material gives a Ann Turner. Connie Jonas ac- with "Catoolot"
type head piece They are now at home at Holly battled. The things you would like to do are privileges
The Harris Grove Homemekat.aim p.m. "Ma briniswer ers Club will meet with Mrs. four-foot tree a soft, snowy companied the group.
kieseagers earn by showing they are nature enough to handle
with shoulder length veil. Her Tree
Manor, Lexington, Ky.
coat that Is fire retardant and
mil be crowned and oillieers
flowers were a nosegay of
them.
Marvin Parks at 11 am.
The
bride
•
is
•
•
formerly
of
helps
St
keep needles fresh and
ibetad.
white roses and carnations with Albans,
•••
Ores
the
Ape of maturity is the ability to steep( a
West Virginia and a
• •
moist, the manufacturer says.
Don't more old mops and holly leaves and velvet ribisoa.
The New.ilegiy-114emensakers
graduate
highsee
of
rs
that
.40444. widleillitomilleg up an areinmeet. Accept your mother's
(Craft
Master Corp.. 11211 rase in close corners
The Goshen United ifetheillet
Mrs
or
unvenWilliam H. Bayliss, Jr., be received bee degree.-sekepreeee
Club will, meg WO lie. Wen North Westwood, Toledo, Ohio).
lesillemr r wyptifilie as& see what happens.
tilated places' . Such storage is sister-in-law of the
IWECIrwIll meet at the
bride, was the University of KentuckY
and
a fire hazard.
the matron of honor. The her
sorority is Alpha Gamma
DEAR ABBY. Thank you for telling the wife of a Masco
Delta. She has been teaching
•••
to quit pestering her husband for the "secrets4 of the lodge
at Bay Point Elementary School,
or she'd lose her Masco by degrees.
St Petersburg. Fl..
In the first place, Masonry is NOT a secret society
Mr. Titsworth is a graduate
of Murray State University and Everything one would want to know about the organization, its
is now a junior in the dental principles and teachings can be found in the public library. 6
school of the University of The only things which a member may
not disclose are the
Kentucky. He is affiliated with signs, grips and means
of recognition.
Sigma
Chi
fraternity.
39111 WIIILLMAN
My mother was against my joining the Masons at first,
•••
it comes to food
but when she learned that Masonic work benefits the
box of complete cheese pizza.
wive. ,„
thing
with anchovies or sauig
the best snacks in life
It contains everything you
and families even more than its members, and in every'
11
sages. Today's recipes will
WM% necessarily the most
need for success-flour mix.
•I
degree, the admonition of a member's duties is "to God,
give you some ideas for
yotw
ones to prepare. Congrated cheese. pizza sauce and
family,
starters.
your
country and yourself," she was proud that I had
doler, for example, that great
instructions (including photoAsa plus, it is nice to know.
joined.
tipearlte of the young generaK. B.: OKLAHOMA CITY
graphs) that show you exactthat, if you are preparing
w, pizza_ You don't have to
Mr. sod Mrs. M. Ronald
ly how to proceed. Of course,
several
pizzas for a party,
everybody has • problem. Whers yaws, Far a pereend
• bi an Italian chef to make
Christopher of Louisville are
you'll want to add your own
yes Can do some pf the prep▪. elm It's as easy as pie (pizza
the parents of a baby girl, nam- reply wells as Abby, Rex arm, Las azgales. Oil. WM Ad
touch Ls the pizza pie, and
&ratios
ahead. You can ready
sosisse aiumsped. sell-addresesd modiste.
:
of course) to do.
ed Lochie Shannon, born on
why not!
the dough. then cover it with
First, head for the near•-st
- Try --4• -a•ppille=akrilead-nr—idunttnunri-CAT
Decembe
r
20.
The
baby
cie plastic wrap,
▪ supermarket and pick up a
TOR ABBY'a NEw Bomar "MAT 1111.1414111111111
hot dogs est -.111c311filiv-iiiiiii .and more
weighed aix pounds thirteen
it in the refrigerator
_
WAtift TO KNOW." SEND mai Ill'AMMT. INIE-1,11111.
for up.to four hours. At the
CA1. woo.
Grandparents are Mrs. Mary AIP
last minute, just before bakBell Overbey, Mr. and Mrs. MauAM- add the SILUCe, cheese
1
rice Christopher, and Wellt
aid whatever else.
Another good snack that is
Overbey, all it Murray. Great
With children in the car or adult ability to control a vetun to assemble after a skatgnuidperents ere Mr. and Mrs. on the street, motorists
must hicle. Especially, don't depend
ing. sleighing or skiing party
B. D. Eaker of Cairo,
and expect the unexpected. Chil- entirely on the rear view mirIs popcorn. Everyone likes it.
Mrs. Bruce Overbey of Murray. dren do not appreciate danger ror when backing Small chilIt's just plain good and pop•••
and have the utmost faith in dren may be out of sight, beping it ts part of the fun.
low trunk level.
Prof. and Mrs. fames Thomp
TINS don't need any special
son and children spent the ho.
ent, either. Buy the
lidaya with relative. in Lexingcorn that paps right
ton.
in Ms foil pan in whic it is
•••
peeked. It's great fun to
watch the top of the pan expand and rise, like a huge
silver popover, as the corn
within sizzles and pops
^ The popcorn can be served
as is, buttered up or it can
Drug, Prescription
be riven the party-party
Sundr
y Needs
treatment suggested in the
WE WILL BE CLOSED . .
two recipes given today.
Si United Press Internotienal
From 11:Oa a.m. to 1:00 p.m. for Church Hour
PIZZA SHORTCAKE,
Battery-powered socks keep
1 bag complete cheese
milady's toes cozy. The manupima
facturer :lays the socks are deCourtesy Jiffy,Pop Popcclin
etit
signed to provide comforting
POP. por, POPULAR That's what popcorn is,..You
le cup warm milk
can
and continuous warmth, even
pop it in foil pan in which it's packaged, alsoriat as
1 pound ground beef
is or
during bitter cold. The socks
spark with special caramel sauce to make popcorn
Beat egg and milk together.
balls.
'
are washable and suggested for
add to pizza flour and follow
all kinds of outdoor activity,
package directions for mixing to_p, of pizza, polka dot fashwa▪ x paper; shape into a rec. from skiing and
camping to
Roll dough out
Inch ion, the last five minutes of
tangle; cool.
hunting trips, The best comes
thick. cut with biscuit cutter. baking
.•
cut In squares.
from
a
single flashlight battery
Place rin VOWS Cookie sheet - *rink)e chopped onion
Yield 24 squares.
inserted
in a compact pouch at
11100 DODSON AVE.
Bake at 425-Y for 10 min- over pizza just before
PHONE 753-4715
serving
- CRUNCHY POPCORN
the top.
utes.
POP('ORN KIRRES
, 1 (5 bunCe package
Timer
--Products Corp.. 210
Brown beef in skillet, mix
1 (5 ounce) package
pops-in-a-pan corn
Eliot St., Fairfield. Conn.).
in the can of pizza sauce.
pops-in-a-pan corn
• • •
1 cup light corn syrup
simmer for five minutes
When is an Early American
1 cup corn,-'syrup
cup sugar
For each portion. cut biswriting
• z. cup sugar
desk not what it seems!
1 412 ounce) package
cuit I n half, spoon ground
When it's turned on to become
1 tablespoon vanilla
, Caramels
beef and' pizza sauce on top
a
stereo
phonograph or AM/PM
2 squares unsweetened
1 (814 ounce) jar dry
of each half
radio The unusual double-duty
chocolate
toasted peanuts
Sprinkle with parmesan
desk
is
styled after the famous
1 cup chopped pecans
Pop corn according to pack cheese before serving
slant-lop desks used by busiPop corn according to package directions and pour into
Makes 6 servings
nessmen
and schoolboys ionic
age directions and pour into a
lightly greased kettle
150 years. ego. Lifting the
POLKA DOT PIZZA
large greased bowl.
in' saucepan, mix together
hinged
1 box complete cheese
top
discloses the phonoIn a saucepan, mix togethcorn syrup and caramels,
graph and radio inside.
pizza mix
er corn syrup, sugar, vanilla
Cook Shout 10 minutes over
Corp..
P.O. Box 659,
3 hot dogs
and chocolate squares. rook
low heat stirring constantly
Benton Harbor. Mich.1
1 tablespoon chopped
until candy thermometer
until corn syrup and caramel"
.
• • •
onion
reaches 240 11
'
have dissolved
Prepares-1'04,w pizza acRemove from neat; add peRemove from heat and add
Courteoy CA•sf Dee - A r- Dew
cording to package directions tans to syrup ntixttire. Four
FRE-E pE LIVE RY
nuts to mixture. Pour mixture
September usually has the
root A"PAKIry_ Dist". make pizza biscuits with mix packHaire
Pynsp.014,----100Per"11•._Intri_. over popcorn. MilLtiL.,Shape -lowest
number of deaths, says
age that contains flour. cheese, (Deuce For variation. mix
Cut ha --sip kite small
Into balls.
lituiTIFFisent this ad to
the Institute of Life Insur'sure with meat Spoon sae teak. style, over biscuit,.
Pieces, et Midi thick. Place on
yields 18 bank,
stemi -TOP•orn in reseed
RI lel'

By Abigail Van Buren

•••
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VIAL

FOR SAL.
BY OWNER: 5-bedroom brick WANTED: part-time mechanic
home. Dining room, family on 6-cinder Chevrolet, straight
brick veneer on room, GE kitchen, including
d
.
l - transmission. Age 21 to 40. StaPala Ann Drive,
ventral heat pawl and dishwasher. Large lot. ady employment, fringe
boneThi
air.
la
an
-4aedl
exceptional gencod back yard. Upper bran(iJELL, ACTUALLq IT'S* 'THANK
WELL,I HAVE SOME TIIINGS THAT
fits. Write P. 0. Box 33-L do
1.045 NEVER)
hens, far the price.
Jan. Call for appointment to see Lodger and Mass.
A6AINST REGULAR
HAVE
q0U.. I
TO
DO
I
TOPAii...
(
fOu
KNOW,
TFC
THICAIOUIM * hulk for mar after 510 p. in. and weekends.
"
LIKE
PAN
fOLICY BUT I SUPRISE APPRECIATE
ORCINARLe THIN65114AT VE 0 CO
tias & &edemas. OW
I HAVE A
ROWNIrmeging allespenWe
COVLIMA*
IT...
A FEtt)
- tral had did air, &car, garage,
UVR46, AND I
lort to lire in. Pleas 7534108,
'QUESTION
carpet, MEW dining !tom, door 2-BEDROOM frame house, triaI COULD D5E PART Of YOUR YEAR.. HOURS OF TODAV...
34-C
ble &Imlay, et NoNt 41181110ric beA completely rede00113-- Street.
•
ad, new carpet throughout Lot EEC & AMPS Troe1liop3Liato
REAL NICE inoesa, ime Hoek 90' X 180', plenty of shade trees. wants waitress and cook. Phone
from University, weld keep'10 gimn. by appointment only 4924147 or 4834'700.
3-16C
bon fireplace In beams* and Coil 753-1838 after 4 p. m.
lurern
WANTED, waitron for night
on main floor, nee lot, has two.
_
.-16111--App4y. in person, Jets,
ne garage.
-husband makes $35,011--FINE MEDIUM priced home BRICK HOUSE 2% miles north Restaurant, South 12th. .14C
considered leaving his
on eth Extended. Hae 3 bed- of Murray on 641 across from,.LADY TO LIVE in and help
funeral.
xpense of a
Furniture Store. Phone
rooms, carpet garage. Owner
care for elderly lady. Contact
BUShM131411
ecause he was married
••••••
anytime.
J-8-C Aline
moving, must sell.
•
Burton, Puryesr, Tenn.
families. So now he is
MISTER
OH,
WHY ARE
ANP_WE'RE TR','!Ne
HAVE NICE 3-bedroom frame 28 ACRE FARM. Six riom house 3474394.
THERE'S A Lar
J-7-C
and children he never
corner 14th and Poplar. You and stick barn Phine 753-5216
YOU DOING 50 MUCH
TO KIL_
RAJ
IN
THIS
PART
horse. I don't say he
DENTAL ASSISTANT. Some
should take a look at this house, or 733-8694.
J-7-P
GERMS
BLASTINGIt la tops in medium priced
typing required. Write giving
OF
irve to death, but both
ARO_LINZI
BODY
,
SHOP
on
houaea.
one
acre
*me
ridompeces
In
of
P. 0. Box
eding him for all he's
TOWN 3-BEDROOM brick veneer On ismd. 3-bed•Ncm Listnc.rt, % 82.4 ene_ lodger and Times.
HERE
mile
out
of
tpwn
Miller
Avenue,
Ph:lie
1
block from
7333-7-C
VERY
y and support mane)
University, completely Tedium_ 5216 days or 753-6694 ii"%ter 5:00
FUNNY
yer. If it weren't for
rated, fine rental property. 1- m•
FOR RENT
NEW 3-bedroom brick veneer
FOR SAW "IN HOLLYWOOD
In Meadow Green Acres. Has
NICE SLEEPING moms for
14 bath, carpet, and fireplace, OUVER HO Tractor and 12 foot
boys, 1 block from campus. Call
legal advice, your best
big kit, double carport.
disc, plow and trailer, $300.00. 7534425 or 753-5982. Jan-16-NC
diem Freddy is buying
2-BEDROOM brick veneer on Phone 435-5444.
when a man changes
Story Avenue and Shady Lane.
5-ROOM HOUSE and garden in
Ve enough -oats- to
Has carpet, 2 bath rooms, built- IF carpet beauty doesn't show? Sinking Springs community.
ins, carport, and nice large Clean It right and watch it glow. Low rent to right party. Phone
ad a %slag oat-burner.
&(/.5'..
,
Use Blue Lustre. Rent electric' 753-7415.
-/-4-f
trees.
3-4-C
3-BEDROOM brick veneer on shampooer $1. Tklwall's Paint
Belmont Drive, 2 baths,'Ill car- Store.
34-C MODERN 3-bedroom house on
4-10W DID YOU
age years were the
BUT MY DOG STOLE
one acre, 10 miles west on
pet, real pretty Deride. This RUGS a
mess?
Clean
for
Highway
ring about. I am 13 and
94,
lass
with
gni
tenter
and
LIKE
THE
..0.
house is priced to sell quick.
)
TO
Vi/ElldNANCY
T
THE SHOW
with-Blue Lustre! Rent elec- 'cooking stove. Phone Lynville
plain.
JUST LLSTED a beautiful trailFLEA
tric shampooer* $1. Western Au- exchange 382-3177.
THE CARNIVAL
.14-P
er with two lots in Rolling
to Store.
CIRCUS?
Acres. This place has one of
TODAY
NOW AVAILABLE, two-bedthe prettiest landscaped lots I NEW TIRES. All slam. Lowest mom furnished apartment, 811
rk
have seen. Other lot is fixed prices. 4 ply nylon, 815 x 15 North leth St. Phone 753-5140.
for another trailer. You just WSW, $16:00. Fed. tax included.
4C
have to see this place to believe Snow tires, 4 ply polyester cord.
TWO-BEDROOM
'how nice it really is.
brick,
one
Also used snow tires, 14 inch
WE HAVE 4 lake cottages, all only. Hatcher Auto Sales, 515 block from college, unfurnishTV when I want to
ed. Phone 753-2477.
in top shape. Check with us be- So. 12th.
J-10-C
house.
fore buying. We also have waNEW OLIVE GREEN stove with THREE-BEDROOM brick house,
y mother that she will
ter front and lake view lots.
WE HAVE several farms and eye level electric oven, 4 gas 2 blocks from the Univenity.
I've been thinking of
J-7-C
other acreage, from 2 acres and burners. $100. Call 733-4554 af- Phone 753-5383.
any place to go Please
up, many fine building loca- ter 4:00 p. m.
NEWLY decorated furnished a•.
3 h. On --,
••••••••••11
0 IN,• U•obb 3•••••••• 33•0•••• 3.33
tions.
BC/SW..4
612
FORTY WEANING pigs. Call partment. Phone 753-1721 after
OF BEING BOSSED
SEE US AT our new location 753-4904.
p.
4:00
m.
J-7.0
.14C
for all your Real Estate needs
bly sick. too-of being
FOR LEASE
GUY 'ANN Real Estate Agen- HOTPOINT dishwasher, portto do are privileges
c1,..3k6,West Main Street, Mur- able, front loader. Phone 435Aare enough to handle
LEASE: Commercial buildFOR
ray, Kentucky. Business Phone 4891 after 4:00 ,p. m.
3-4-C ing about 2,400 square feet
CHARLIE DOBBS, AS OF
WELL, MAIA, YOU SORT 0'KISSED
...MY HUSBAND,
753-7724; Home Phone 7534587;
floor space, paved parking
iy)
, THEN PASSED OUT. r
KING KASHMER
THIS*WENT YOU ARE
the ability to accept a
000e30"
Am,
viler
Phone
Salesmen, Mrs. Loitillb %WV'
space.
Available Feb. 1. Phone
Tit E
A SIMPLE
1:40-0.
CiUGHT MAYBE `WO C.ATO4
Accept your mother's
Rome Phone 753-2409; Mr. 7534815.
e7;
HAPP
.W
el*I
PM
E;
?
.
753-3895 or 753-3482.
3-10-C
A COLD JUST LYING THERE
FISHERMAN.' YOU
was.
Onyx B. Ray, 753-8919; eft_
ARE ...
ON THE FLOOR, SO...
1
Gary Young, 753-8109. ..3.84 1963 CUEIVROLET pick-up V-8,
AUTOMOSALOS FOR SALO
ifi'S
I the wife of a Mason
radio.
cab,
WANTED-We need some new automatic, custom
TWO TRUCKS. One 51 Inter'secrets4 of the lodge
Good truck, $60.00. Phone 489- national electrical and one
listings of property in and
LIei
iimmiaL
.....ja4.tiIt
1951)
'3-7-P
Mond Murray. If you bate 3811.
Chevrolet Si-ton pick-up. Phone
thinaght of selling your proper. FOR SALE OR TRADE: 12 753-7248.
DT a secret society
IIMIEM..
ty pee us today. We armorial/
it the organisation, its
page Remington pump. 3-inch 1965 LTD, power and air,
oneneed
houses in the
In the public library.
-0nriginnn. 30 inch full choke. owner, low mileage. Phone
- ---0
753and under price range. We also
J-7-P 4516.
not disclose are the
Phone 480.3811.
have several nice houses for
sale now. Among them are the ONE GIRLS BIKE, excellent
LOST MD POUND
the Masons at first,
following.
condition. $33.00. Phone 753rk hearths the wives
TIII-LEVEL--We have two pip =78.
ITC LOST: black, white and brown
nbers, and in every
gous tri-levels. Both of them are
female beagle, named Annie
Y. ••• 13
be. 000 -An.45
mussture Strayed or stolen
located in Kingswood. One is MOM.,
•'b.. by l)•••• ••••••• braids. 1.
'dies is "to God, your
from its home
oldweeks
Iftwaen
a brand new house ready now beck
in the Wiswell vicinity. Would
was proud that I had
for occupancy. It has four bed- sads _love, $55.00. Phone 753- appreciate any information. Call
KNoWIN'CHARLIE DOBBS
OKLAHOMA CITY
HE'S GOT A WAY 0
AND SO...TO THE WORLD AT
J-7-C 753-8603 or 753-7541.
rooms, den, two baths, living 434.
.14C
LIKE I DO, HONEY, I
0'PACIN DISASTER LIKE
LARGE, YOU ARE MY HUSBAND,
A WHOLE PAY HAS PASSED,
room,
utility,
kitchen
with builtDOUBTS IT...
we? Far • parsassl
KING KASHMER THE FIRST,'
Cr WASN'T EVEN THERE.'
POP, AND NOT A SIGN OF CHARLIE;
in appliances, central heat and
SERVICIS OF1'1114110
CaL. 901411
LONG (SIGH)
YOU..
.0(CHOKE) THINK
NOTICE
air and is completely carpeted.
LIVE THE KING:
FOR YOUR HOME ALTERA:._ SOMETHING DREADFUL.
There is also a nice patio.
Murray, a T1ONS and REPAIRS or Rip' HAS HAPPENED ?
OPENED
NEWLY
in
THEOTHER one has a transHAT 11•1111•441•1115
ferable loan and has three bed- studio specializing In weddings MODELING. FREE estimates.
BY. 19811[1111111. IDS
and fine portraiture. For aProoms, dining ,roosn, den, Us,
: pointment call TUBB'S STUDIO, Call 7534123 or 435-4651.
lag room, study, two baths, kit,
411
chen with built-in appliances, 223 South lath. 753-3007.
TENC NOTICE: We repair all makea
patio with gas grill, central beat
111P
witty to control a veand air, and even the drapes BE POPULAR. Learn to play vacuum cleaners, toasters, mixirons, heaters, all small
ipecially, don't depend
will be left. It also has an entry the guitar. Cost, $2.00 per week. ers,
appliances. Ward & Elkins, 409
on the rear view mirhall. Both of these are priced Leach's Music Center. Chestnut
Maple.
a backing. Small chitJan.-1104
•---. to sell.
Street. Phone 753-7575 for fur,y be out of sight, beREDUCED for "Quick Sale" - ther information.
J-7-C
ik level.
WILL CARE for two elderly
This three-bedroom brick has
WITH
men, room and board. Phone
Christmas
THE
holidays
central
heat
and
air, built-in
41
J-7-C
appliances in kitchen, enclos- out of the way, now is a good 753-8641.
e ed garage, living room, utility time to remodel that kitchen,
room, excess of closets, large bedroom or family room. PanCARD OF THANKS
4
family room, 1% baths, is car- eling-laminated plastic countWe express our sincere appeted throughout and is brand er tops-complete remodeling- preciation for each kindness
new. It's priced to sell, lees than free estimates available. Ger- shown us after the death of our
ald L. Carter 753.8260.
$20.000.
loved one, Mrs. Lena Martin.
NEAR HSU is located this
We especially thank Rev. A.
three-bedroom brick. It has 1,
4 EFFECTIVE as of Jammry 1, Taylor, the pianist and choir
baths, huge living room, family 1969 the Rumn and Wilson In- of the Union Grove Baptist
) room, kitchen with all built-in surance and Reel Estate was Church and the friends of Stun
Insurance ray, Hazel and Puryear. Tenn.,
appliances, lots of cabinets an changed to Wilson
Jr Church Hour
4 closets, minding, air-coridttion- and Real Estate with Wayne for their show of deep syming, carport with outside enr- Wilson being sole owner. As pathy.
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Littleton
always we are grateful for the
age and it is neat in every reand the Martin family
business that you have given
sped.
1TP
FOUR BEDROOMS-This one- to us in the paa and we will
story house has four large bed- appreciate the business that
rooms. large living room and you might give us in the futdining room, family room, spec. ure. We will endeavor to handbusutility room, enclosed ga- le your business on a profesrage, entrance hall, two full sional basis and have your inbaths, central heat and air, terests at heart at all times. We
• built-in appliances in, kitchen, will have two salesmen, Edna
NONE 713-4715
carpeting throughout and is on Knight and Charles McDaniel,
in addition to a competent and
an extra large lot.
personnel
7-5K.'-•10'LL Gil SOME ORIGINAL
ONLY $4,250 is the full price well trained office
5-I)404 SHELLS IF YO' DON'T
for this small house at Almo We will continue ho give you
top-notch
service.
Thank
you
Heights. The lot is nearly an
BOONE,MOLAS515.?'
NOU- MOnacre and it would be worth the again and call on us at any time
at 202 South 4th Street, phone
MUST HAVE THE
price of it all.
ORISII4AL OF
FOR ALL of your Real Estate 753-3352, Murray, Kentucky.
.14-C
needs, whether buying or selling, See Hoyt or Ray at ROB- "BELTONE factory fresh Mew
ERTS REAL ESTATE, 505 Main ing aid batteries for all make ACTOl DIES Actor BarTE
or call 753-1651.
MiicLane, who spent most of
.14-C hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
R-1TV his movie and .television
100 x 150 PT. LOT. Phone 733rwreer beating up men, died
4516.
Jd-C
11111.1 WANTS°
in Santa Monica.$ Calif.. of
TWO-STORY BRICK, close to WANTED: part time office girl. double pneumonia. He WIAM
town and university. 5 bed General office work and sales. 66. and had been hospitalized
two weeks He is survived-1,y
y.
rooms, 111.- both', screened In No typing. Reply in writing to his widow,
!tette, cliarbmtzt44
P. 0. Box 32-L, c/9 14dger an
punka Ilkspisow. 753-3493TFC Winters. an adopted laugh- •
Jan 41: Times_
ad
(Cr and one grandchild.'
,
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Wild Kingdom On NBC,Pro

SATURDAY — JANI.1
KENTUCKY NIGH SCHOOL
ItASKIITIALL RESULTS
By United Press International

AWED TROOPS.

By UNITED PILEBB INTERNATIONAL

Y 4 19

Racerss Play

(Cesilloned Free. Leo 1)
:
41
°1411111.
"
41 6•;S
NA
blasted Meth Vistameena pod- Shepberdsville 78 Lebanon
."I: "
149
Mrs. Norma Copeland, Route
tions ba the Dadliterised Zone Control 96 Oldham Co. 72
WASHINGTON — Ben. Russell B. Long. maintaining 4, Fredonia; MrsEathren GloDMZ and like Communists in S. Keeton 84 Highlapds 66
that his defeat for a Senate Democratic leadership ver, 118 North ellth Street, NurABC comes from Pensacola Navinorder shrip fired it U.S fliehop David 86 O'boro Cath. 58
By JACK GAYER post by Mr. Nixon:
m y, Aiben Crouch. Routh 1,
S. Hopidns 90 Dawsian Spits 46
al Air Station with singer Ed Am- spar plomos.
army; Mre. Lela Maw.amp
"I would suggest that Mr. ?taxon should be very
The US. commend said K DeSeles 71 Waggener 66
as host.
es
NBC.Wees
UPI.
YORK
NEW
St. Henry 62 Augusts 59
careful and watch himself for the future becaUae in an 4, Murray; Mn. Midis Creedi, egoe the
Kingdoer satire "The Wild Wild West" on CBS brought to 00 the number of
Ity JOE TOM IRWIN
probability he ha.* a very able opponent ready for him." Route 1, Murray; Elltelt Wear, aeries, inaugurates,a INN ear has an episode in which James "significant -eueiny-initiated" to- Meet 83 PoweAt Co. 63
317 South 13th Stre4-11therar
W. Hopkins 67 The Mummy Stake Racers will
116
Union
Co.
cidents
hi
the
DMZ
sinee
conspiracy
into
a
to
Prehoer drama and latro*someaose- West runs
tTs
s•
perha
layoff
ning
t
by
vamet
Byrd Ertel, 415 Son*
eed
weitt
Wash, Co. 71 Boyle Co. 49
PARIS — The influential French newspaper Le munity.
"L-mealk towboat megazio•type rob a young ward of her'inberit- sident Johnson's Nov. 1 bomb- Male 80 Elizabethtown 48
tng
hak.
•
Monde, voicing a growing concern by Preash-intlitary
Mire pogrom Owing the week. ance.
D4p,„iums
their teistmet roadtrip of the
One of-the 'Malmo of the Adair Co. 71 LaRue Co. 69
leaders about delays in the country's nuclear iproinuit:
peen* outiookireang axig w. "Zvi Howlers Taw" begins -The Name of the Game" on belt was
sesigeFla Morebeed and EastN. Hardin 80 Ahrens 57
a
cessation
of
Comoffers."
NBC
-The proof lama been "Notified /hit thallnisimila-immetallein-Earest, Manor -worepiat.heottain-seseem oa ABC.
arn MOSSISMIg.
itheitone Aadersea Ce..82 Mercer Goa
cannot do everything at the same time and that it IS Fuqua, 1613 Calloway Ave., has the Playoff Bowl game of Dan Farrell triter to defend I
T. Jefferson 50 Westport 47
sea"the
two
Vietnams.
the
for,
8-2
Racer's,
The
editor
accused
of
marShawnee 71
getting out of breath in its effort to keep abreast with Murray; Mrs- Willie Taylor and the National Football League and fellow
of the two Delta Danville
at Merebeed to-110-Leamincon Jct. 51 son. will piev
ileutent; Calvert City; reams.the "CBS CoU.Classic"
foreign Menem'
-Mit
Fri
night and at Eastein-Mondai,.
series.
Athertan
Seneca
57
56
Mrs.
Jody
Craven and baby girl
66 Wintry Division Mops
•
Morehead is 6-2 and Eastern 4SATURDAY
Highlights for Jan. 5-11:
spelled 30 Viet Cong hasnow Illellevue 83 Dayton 70
NEW ORLEANS — Yoshio Toyama, a Japanese_ 1115 Olive Street, Murray; LenMoreheada most impreseive
2.
Um&
Co.
64
57
Caneyville
is Houston, Route 5, Murray;
user Ss Dec, 60 miles southmusician playing in New Orleans, predicting the future °soar
came just before the holiwin
ibeteex, Sex 71 Dexter
NBC has the annual &mine
SUNDAY
Bowling
Gin
74
Breckrge Co.
west of Saigon, military spokes.
when the Eagles best
of jam at the funeral of Clarinetist George
began
day
see. _adoog___Jogag, 1204
Bowl football rime from Mobile
lithrliarL Calk_ 71 Lin. LaSM
said.
on -the-Enters73-60
la
"No- young Negroes are taking up the JAIME at
from
North and Sou"Sisters in the World" is a Ala. Stars
Murray; David Gargus, Route
They called in help from 10 Holmes 68 Holy Cross 67
the only game
is
That
floor.
traditional New Orleans jam Rock 'n roll and otherA Aliso; are. Bertha needs, one-hour CBS morning special, th make tg) the teams.
Navy patrol beats and U.& Cte Newport 84 lloyd 43
Ohio Valtypes of music give them more money. In 10 or 20 years. Roo* 1, Denier, Mrs. Dole Jon- examining the chaste* world
Dixie Heights 60 Beechwood 50 for both in the
ABC has the seasonal pre- bra helicopter
:rd
ve
n
gunships which OKH 67
jumpittow
Conferemm
a ids and
ley
monasid
Mt. Washinoton 63
miere of "Pro Bowlers Tour." opened fire with
when the men playing at this funeral today are dead.'es (Expired), 409 South Ilk St-, of Catholic Nuns.
rockets end
ABC brings tack its childr- The $45,000 Greater Los Ang- machineguns from two sides Earlingtan 72 Leantale:d 61 thaPliaskinslahandln. Murray.
their Music will die with them."
Mune,.
en's series, "Discovery '69," eles Open tourney is covered, while the infantrymen hemmed Owen:Moro 73 Hendersan 40 haiirt played a _ conference
with "Backyard Odyssey," deal- "CBS Golf Classic" returns In the reds on the other aide. Echnnsu Co. 64 Warren Cent. 82
Adadallem 1440
SAUSALITO, Calif. — Henry Jefferson Buddeth IV, Joe Donk 111134 North lath ing with insect and animal life for another season. George Kn- Caught in the crossfire, the Owen Co. 77 CarrY1 Co. 64
udson and Harold Henning paid Viet Cong fought until near Good Shepherd 69 Burgio 67 110t11 MergbaatE bellas have
explaining why he and other residents of this artist St., Murray; -Mrs. Mary Freak in the average backyard.
been- --tr--1110111hall. ollesteries
The National Football Leag- against George Archer and Bob dusk. Only eight managed to Scott Co. 70 Grant Co. 87
Colony blocked a bulldoser from cleaning up flOrionaa Karr and baby girt, Route 4,
y-Frankfort 81 Tates Creek
low was to Dayton.
other
Lunn.
annual
Bowl
Playoff
ue's
gam
escape.
Murray;
Master
Mark
Hargrove,
Street and then cleaned it up themselves:
sautitonville 76 Sinai West. 72 Murray has beaten Texas ArThe Communiets caught an
- will be on CBS from Miami. Jackie Gleason's variety pro"We didn't want that blade cutting up the earth. Route 1,June
Majsviae
74
Harrisan
Co. 57 lington, Trinity, San Fernando,
gram on CBS features Bri
US. Army lat Infantry Division'
We wanted to save one little piece Of beauty in this Ams and, baby boy, 101 College Dallas meets Minnesota in this
Jessamine Co. 56 Irvine 55
Cation-Newman, Bradley, CanisCL, Murray; Everett Wheeler, contest between runnersup in the music hall star Max Bygraves unit in Intensive automatic weaLouisa
63 Wuitland 60
world."
ius, Georgia Southern, and AbiRoute 6, Murray; Mrs. Eupk divisions.
and comedians George Kirby, pons fire 48 miles north of Saix-Johnsan Cent. 77 Mason Co. 70 lene Christian and lost to KanAtkins, 1666 Calk)way Ave.,
gon, killing three U.S. GI's and
NBC offers "Ecce Homo" on Louis Nye and Sonny Sands.
Lewis Co. 68 Fleming Co. 51
sas and Hardin-Simmons.
Murray; Mrs. Dathel Wilkerson, "The Southern Baptist Hour," "NBC Saturday Night at the wounding 25, military evokesSt. Charles 66 C:arksin 48
Morehead has the best reRoute 1, Murray; Mrs. Irene a documentary reexamining di Movies" screens "Birdman of men said.
Tournaments
Young, Route 4, Murray; Mrs. history of man based on artifac- Alcatraz" starring Burt LancasHelicopter gunships and Ar- Preston Highway Invitational bounding team in the nation
accordiag to the latest NCAA
Bessie Patton, 1221 Dogwood
my attillery finally drove off Durrett
in various parts of the world. ter,
66 Southern 62
statistics and ranks fifth best in
!Drive, Murray.
elm
attacking
Communists an Butler 48 Valley 43
-"Meet the New Senators" Is
offensive avenge.
hour lifter the fighting broke
a CBS news special.
Pleasure Rides Invitational
The Eagles have two men,
Mn. dame Owed said bay
out
near
An Loc. The 1st In- Barditcwn 84 W. Hardin 57
"Hippo!" is the seasonal preWillie Jackson and Jerry Conboy, Rads
Merrinn MIL
fantry Division unit lost three Pleasure Ridge 89
e episode of NBC's "Wli
Fairdale 60 ley, averaging 88.9 points a
Mmy- Brant and -Imby gide
dead and 25 wounded. The Com1Ciagdom." It pictures the reLeean Co. Invitational
game and two others averaging
Route 4, Bardwall; Mrs. Rene
munists
apparently
suffered
no
Russellvilie
the
place
61
of
thcation to a safe
Chncilt- Chapel
In double figures — Ron GethKirk, 603 Math It. MurallY:
casualties,
military
spokesmen
London Invitational
right at 14.3 and Lamar Green
Mrs. Willie Winchwiter, Bouts ldepagelassailes in South Africa's The final rites for Johnny said.
McCreary Co 64 Lily 42
Natigeal Park.
at 12.4. Green is the nation's
Alma; Master PM,
South
Vietnamese
Kenley,
age
60,
will
troops
be
held
London 59 Bush 46
Ross and IlmEmpreMse.
seventh best rebounder with
lag, e303 North Com, Royal
Sunday at two p.m. at the Free- found another large weapons
14eoltInsviIle I nv tatIona I
17.7. a game.
Oak, Michigan; Mrs. - Clover Johnny Mathis and Henry
storehouse
in
the
Meking Delta Hopkieetalle 73 Trigg Co. 63
will Baptist Church with Rev.
Murray's top scoring average
Scarborough, Hegel; Mrs. Me- cini are among those on
140
miles
southwest of Saigon Mediaeval'.79 Tcdd Co. 77 . belongs to Claude Virden with
Ira Phillips and Rev. Fred O'le Douglas, Route 2, Bezel; Mhos Sullivan's CBS tour.
Friday.
Three other arms store"The ABC Sunday Night Mov- Neal officiating. Burial will be,
232 points a game.
Bessie Jen* Rests 1. Lion
in the Murray Cemetery with houses within 32 miles of
at Greneraurg
Averages for the other Racer
Grove, Expired; Emma lEtereffit, ie" screens "That Kind of Wogen yielded hundreds of greed- Knott Co. at Madam
the
arrsagements
by
the
Rutstarters are Hector Blondett,
man," starring Sophia Loren.
Route 2, Hazel.
ades, weapons, mortar
ledge
Funeral
Home.
Colebs__AL_Cb•La
15.0; Ron Johnson, 10.2; Jim
"My Friend Tony" is a new
Lee Co. at limard
Frienas may call at the fun- and fuses and primers.
Young, 9.3; and Don Futureone-hour drama series on NBC
In
the
Mekong
Delta,
U.S.
Lartherwood
it Leslie Co.
man, 5.8.
Talked Himself
replacing Phyllis Diller's pr eral borne until six p.m. today B52 bombers killed 35
Reds
in
--x-Overtime,
yeloublii overVirden is also pacing the RaOur of Join__
gram. James Whitmore stars when the body will be taken to the heaviest raids of the
tints.
new
cers in rebounding with 12.2 a
PORTIONGOTH'Ingland as Prof. John Woodruff, crime the home at 101 Pine Street.
year.
gone. Johnson is averaging 12.
Kenley died Thursday at his
(UPI)—The keel Oas Board expert.
The U.S. Command said ships
KENTUCKY COLLEGE
Blondett has one of the nation's
Seed Kenneth Smith—for behome. He is survived by his
In
the
South
China Sea bomBASKETBALL RESULTS
ing a gasbag.
top shooting percentages at
wife, Mrs. Lou Ellen Kenley;
MONDAY
barded
• suspected Communist By United Press International
Fellow workers and even
three daugnters, Mrs. Louis
position four miles north of
Smith's union *boil steward
.569
The Racers and Morehead
Hudspeth, Mrs. Johnny Rae
On
ABC's
"The
Avengers"
a
Gio Linh and 100 yerds south Marian 74 Thomas More 47
complained that he just talked.
split Last season, the Eagles
Kenley.
and
Anna
Lois
Kenyoung
lord has been mentally
of the Ben-Sal river separating
too much. said Smith: "I taMercer A Ga., Tourney
winning 101-80 on their home
ton three sons, J. L, Glenn, the
two Vietnams, destroying Ga. Southern 87 Georgetown 77 floor and the Racers 83-67 on
t/met* protest to my member conditioned by a mad psychiaand
Charles;
mother,
Mrs.
Alice
two bunkers. The river divides Mercer 90 Ft. Valley State 70 their floor.,
of Parliament. I de talk a bit trist to murder Steed.
Actor Peter Falk joins NBC's Henley; flee sisters, five bro- the six-mile-wide DMZ.
but it doesn't affect my work."
"Rowan and Martin's Lauginin." thers, and seven grandchildren.
NBC's Monday night movie is
PrrTSB
1:7110H (UPI) — A
fiber glass filament more than "Jumping Jacks," starring Jor- Mineral Handyman
(Continued From Pain 1)
LOMPOC. Calif. (UPI) —
500 miles long. stretching ry Lewis and Dean Martin.
Fetid Pciint Thinner
•
Diatomite, a marine deposit
although they did take
turbed,
from New York to Cleveland.
"They Shall Rise Up" is the used for filter aids,
fillers
and
dog
other
trees.
Any
the
to
Funeral
could
be
services
for Byrd A
produced
from
only
fare on ABC's "The Outcasts." Insulation, is an important
13 KlU.ED IN MEOCAN PLANS CRASH-The body of one of
TOKYO)(UPI.—Some Japa.he victims is pulled from the wreckage after a DC-3 air- ,one cubic inch of molten glass. Janet Davis is sentenced to hard mineral product of this coastal nese inhale paint thinner for comes by and they go as high Ezell of 415 South 9th Street
can and hide on the will be held today at two p. m.
wriner crashed in the mountains east of Ensenada. Mexico. according to PPG Industries, a labor in a gold mine from which city in Santa Barbara County. kicks while others do it to end as they
leading producer of fiber glue
their lives, according to the Na- opposite side of the tree. The at the chapel of the J. H. Churkilling 13 persons, including five Americans
no
prisoner
is
ever
released.
for tires, textiles and reinforcUonal Public Safety Commis- Squirrels went up about ten chill Funeral Home with Dr.
ed plastics.
feet, kept an eye on Lady, and Samuel R. Dodson, Jr. and Rev
sion
A
number
of
slates
punish
TUESDAY
A Commassion report said of as she moved away came right Johnson Easley officiating
litterbug, by sentencing them
the 100 paint thinner deaths on back to the big pile of corn
"The Jerry Lewis Show" on to cleanup duty along high- recorded through Dec. 12
TV CAMEOS:
Serving as panbearers
this we put out for them.
ways.
says
BeepAmerica
NBC features Nanette Fabray,
year, 39 were suicides. ,
be Solon Darnell, Hilton Hughal,
Ed Platt and vocalist Englebert
A nice caller calls to say the es, Sylvan Darnell, Cletus Ward,
Humpherdinck.
counted sixteen Cardinals in her Paul D. Jones, and Doris Ezell
Singer Lam Cantrell is called
yard. She said her husband Interment will be in the Mut
,
Skelton's CBS show. Theblgallete
made a simple bird feeder ray Cemetery with the arrangewhich we'll peas on to you. All ments by the J. H. Chinch/1i
ch involves San Fernando Rid ha
Ily MEL INMMR
IT IS min enemaand'almost
you do is get a coat hanger, cut Funeral Home.
a real estate swindle.
a rule of Omethumb that star
it into in the center of the
"First Tuesday" is a affe
at-tors-ft TV wales begat to
run age in, 01118-111•1V11-m, then stick these two
"magazine concept" at NBC
after
a couple of years end
wilt
ends into an ear of corn. Then the, Murray-Canoes/ Count,'
be seen the first Tuesday of each
nnany after four or five Ma41"
you can hang it up most any- Hospital.
month for two hours. News featsons can't stand the blank
where and the birds will have
'es of current interest will be
Survivors
thing any more
are
his
wife: Mrs.
a field day. She hangs one up
newerad in some depth tea films
Brinegar found a way to
Jewell Etell. two daughtalni
under the awning. This gets Mr,
made just for this show. The
as long as seven eame without
. Grover W. James and Mrs'.
the ear of corn out of the wes- Leslie
ilabornutn is Sander Vtatethlr.
collapsing: don't be a star.
N. LaFever; sister, Mrs.
ting, and then too the Cardinale Alfred
The "That's Life" epithelia.
For that seven-year stretch
Hughes; eight grandchilgime in close to feed and she
the urbane, gray-bearded Drew
ABC is "Sex and the Married
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